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The art of hip-hop dancing, and even more so, breakdancing, takes a unique interest, 
dedication, and continuous practice. 

However, these activities are a major part of sophomore Layne Hartman’s repertoire. 
Also on that list is being a member of the FC Symphony Orchestra and the New Albany 
Philharmonic Orchestra, playing double bass.

Although Hartman has been taking dance classes since the seventh grade, he began 
dancing as a little kid, before he could even remember.

“My mom fi rst threw out the idea of going to a studio,” he said.
Hartman is not currently in any classes, but said he plans on getting back into them. 

Since beginning classes, Hartman’s interest in dancing has grown.
“I love so many things about dancing. It is interesting to see myself do things that I 

didn’t know I could do. It’s so much fun and great exercise.”
Aside from his love for it, Hartman also recognizes that it is not a usual hobby in this 

area. 
“It’s different to be a male hip-hop dancer here because there are not very many of 

them that take lessons,” he said. “People at school always give me a funny look when 
they hear my response to ‘What are your hobbies?’ or ‘What sports do you play?’”

His friends also agree that his talent is different, but it does express who he is.
“I think it is awesome that he does something unique because it sets him apart from 

everyone else,” said sophomore Carly Franklin, Hartman’s girlfriend. 
Sophomore Morgan Schultz is a friend of Hartman’s and fi rst saw him perform last 

year at the Ursuline Arts Center in Louisville. 

“His dancing is very unique in the best way,” said Schultz. “Anyone that knows Layne 
at all knows he is a very interesting guy.”

Schultz also said she has seen his moves demonstrated when they hangout and play 
games like Just Dance. 

“He is just an amazing dancer. When he dances, you can tell he loves it. He has per-
fect rhythm and everything fl ows from step to step amazingly,” said Schultz. 

Franklin is a dancer as well and although her and Hartman have not danced together 
yet, she said they would like to in the future.

“It’s cool that the stereotype for dancers is that dancers are supposed to date other 
dancers. And it came true,” said Franklin.

As far as practicing his dancing, Franklin said Hartman is always dancing. 
“I am practicing all the time. Hip hop is easy because a song can come on and I can’t 

help but dance to it,” he said. “Breakdancing moves take a little more practice, but can 
be practiced the same way.”

Hartman said that all this hard work of practicing especially pays off when he masters 
a new move or gets to perform in front of an audience.

“Getting deep into the nature of dance, some of them are fun and silly, but others 
require getting into a sort of character in order to portray a certain mood or story. It’s 
something awesome to be a part of,” he said.

Concerning his future aspirations, Hartman said it would be very fun for him to join 
a crew or competition team. He also said many studios offer Adult or advanced classes 
he could take part in one day.

“As far as long-term plans go, I will enjoy my ability any time I hear a good beat.”

For a step-by-step instructional on one of Hartman’s dance moves, 
visit our website at fchsbagpiper.wordpress.com. 
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